SUMMIT EXPERIENCE – 2009 DÉCOR

All items used in The Experience Breakout can be purchased at:

- PartyCheap.com
- Wal-Mart
- Dollar Stores
- Garden Ridge
- Hobby Lobby
- Teacher Stores
- Party Stores
- Relay Gear

Scene setters below were purchased at PartyCheap.com for less than $30 each. Life preserver rings and clear balloons were purchased at a party store. Swimming Pool and beach ball was purchased at Wal-Mart.

If you have questions, feel free to contact Christi James at 254.968.2727 or Christi.james@cancer.org
SUPPLIES NEEDED

☐ 6’ Table
☐ Yellow Table Cloth
☐ Margarita Glasses
☐ Mexican Blankets
☐ Mexican Hat
☐ Guitar
☐ Cactus Plant
☐ Maracas
☐ Fiesta Decorations for Table
☐ Plates, Napkins
☐ Table centerpiece

SUPPLIES NEEDED

☐ Beach Chair
☐ Tan Sheet
☐ Sand
☐ Umbrella
☐ Flamingos
☐ Foam
☐ Scuba Equipment
☐ Beach towel
☐ Sunscreen
☐ Water Scene Setter

Notes: Put sand on top of tan sheet; Place foam below water and stick flamingos in foam.
SUPPLIES NEEDED

- Round Table
- Green Cloth
- White Cloth
- Red/White Checkard Cloth
- Wine Bottle
- (2) Place Settings
- (2) Wine Glasses
- Easel and Stool
- Paint Palet
- Paint Brushes
- Flip Chart w/ ½ of logo painted
- Grapevine
- Fishing Line – Christi

Notes: String grapevine to fishing line and hang from ceiling

SUPPLIES NEEDED

- 6’ Eiffel Tower
- Silver Glitter Stars
- Fishing Line

Notes: Tie fishing line to stars and hang from ceiling; Eiffel tower was made from foam board
### SUPPLIES NEEDED
- (4) Carpet Rolls cut to 6'
- (1) Roll of Contact Paper – Wood Grain Color
- (2) Triangular Bases for Hut Topper
- (4) 12 x 12 pieces of plywood
- (4) 5’ PVC Pipe affixed to plywood
- Jointed Tiki Masks
- (2) Raffia Table Skirts – Natural
- (1) Raffia Table Skirt - Green
- Palm Tree
- Green Carpet Roll
- Rope

**Notes:** Make tiki pole by affixing PVC or steel poles to 12 x 12 bases, then place carpet roll on top of pole. Cover poles in wood grain colored contact paper and then affix 6’ jointed tiki mask to pole.

Use (2) triangular bases (made of 2 x 4s) to make hut topper, string rope across to make slant, and then cover with natural colored raffia.

Use green colored raffia as grass on top of grass carpet role and to cover bases.

### SUPPLIES NEEDED
- Refrigerator Box to outline water fall
- Blue water scene setter
- Brown Vinyl Cloth
- White Christmas Lights
- Aloha Sign
- BIG Hibiscus Flowers
- Wire Arch
- Raffia – Natural
- Small Hibiscus Flowers on grass
- Boogie Board
- Contact Paper (wood grain color)
- Green Carpet Roll

**Notes:**

**Waterfall** — Cut refrigerator box in “L” shape to 4’ tall; cover with brown vinyl, then drape blue water scene setter over box to give waterfall affect. Place white lights under water fall to give illusion.

**Arch:** Cover a wire arch with raffia and then tape flowers to raffia. Sit arch on top of green carpet roll.

**ALOHA Board** – Cover boogie board with contact paper, then affix letters and flowers.
SUPPLIES NEEDED

- (2) Pole Bases
  - (2) 12 x 12 pieces of plywood
  - (2) 5' PVC or Steel Poles affixed to plywood
- (2) Carpet Roles
- (1) 2’x 4’
- Contact Paper – Wood Grain Color
- 18 x 24 Sign
- Fishing Line
- Fish – various sizes
- Fish Net

Notes: Cover pole bases and 2’x4’ with contact paper; Make fish out of 11x17 and 11x14 paper, cut and stuff with shreds of paper and affix with fishing line to 2’ x 4’.

SUPPLIES NEEDED

- Water scene setter
- White butcher paper
- Big Box
- Whale tail and body – cut from black poster board
- Foam
- 1 Sheet
- Spray snow
- Silver Glitter

Notes:

Iceberg – Cover large box with white butcher paper; then crinkle paper and affix to box; continue until iceberg is as tall / wide as you like. Once complete, spray with snow and silver glitter.

Place iceberg on top of blue water scene setter. Use sheet under water to give ripple affect. Stick foam under water and stick whale tale and arch in foam.
AFRICA
Kenya

SUPPLIES NEEDED

- Refrigerator box
- Green grass carpet role
- Green leaf butcher paper
- Brown butcher paper
- Faux Trees
- Greenery
- Spider
- Monkey stuffed animal
- Parrots

Notes: Cut refrigerator box in “L” shape, cover with green leaf butcher paper and sit on green carpet role. Then, make tree out of brown butcher paper.

Tie fishing line to greenery and hang from ceiling. Place various types of faux trees and plants around scene. Then, put animals in the center.

AFRICA
Nigeria

SUPPLIES NEEDED

Authentic Items from Nigeria were borrowed from a friend.